
NOTES ON OUR PAVERS

Easy to install and seal

Can be laid in random, single size or 
custom designed geometric patterns

Versatile sizes for new construction, 
renovation or landscape use

Bullnose and square edge 
coping available

Custom sizes available

Meets ASTM C-1731 standards

2x stronger than leading competitor

CONCRETE PAVERS

The durability and elegance of FireRock’s handcrafted concrete 

pavers can now be enjoyed throughout your home. From 

driveways and patios to pathways and interior flooring, FireRock 

pavers allow your dream home to be truly unique and timeless.

OYSTER

Our closest color option to white

Works well with contemporary or 
Mediterranean designs

Great for crisp, clean architecture

STEEL

Affordable alternative to slate or bluestone

Looks great on a patio bordered in brick

Works well with more contemporary 
architecture

CLAY

A neutral taupe that will complement 
most designs

Works with nearly any architectural style

Affordable alternative to travertine

ORE

Our truest brown selection

Complements red brick and stone homes

Great for more natural, rustic architecture 
and landscapes
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NON-PITTED PAVERS

Non-pitted pavers offer an alternative to our classic pitted pavers while 
maintaining the durability and affordability our pavers are known for.

Our non-pitted pavers are hand-crafted using the same proprietary 
concrete mixture used for our pitted pavers, but eliminates our unique 
finishing process, which results in a smoother appearance.

Though our non-pitted pavers won’t have the pitting that characterizes 
our standard pavers, they may still have small air bubbles, which are 
most prominent around the outside perimeter. These air bubbles are a 
by-product of the hand-crafted process used to create each paver.

CONCRETE PAVERS

PATTERNS

3 piece random pattern

Paver thicknesses: 2 3/4”

DRIVEWAY PATTERN

Paver sizes for both patterns *†

• 6” x 6”
• 6” x 9”
• 12” x 12”

1/2” grout line included with all sizes
Pattern includes one 12” x 12’, three     
6” x 6”, and eight 6” x 9” sizes

†

*

Available with continuous 
lines or no continuous lines

Two 7-piece pattern options

Paver thicknesses: 1” & 1 3/4”

RANDOM PATTERN

Paver sizes for both patterns *†

• 12” x 12”
• 12” x 18”
• 12” x 30”
• 18” x 18”
• 18” x 24”
• 18” x 30”
• 24” x 24”

1/2” grout line included with all sizes
One paver size each creates pattern†

*


